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absolute Something that exists without being dependent on anything else.
An absolute dimwit.

all
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent whole is often used
informally for wholly.
The directions were all wrong.

arrant Without qualification; used informally as (often pejorative) intensifiers.
What arrant nonsense.

barren A barren tract or tracts of land.
Your life will be barren.

bleak (of a person’s expression) cold and forbidding.
A bleak midwinter s day.

completely
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent (`whole’ is often used
informally for `wholly.
Was completely at fault.

entire
Constituting the undiminished entirety lacking nothing essential
especially not damaged.
An entire horse.

entirety The whole of something.
She would have to stay in her room for the entirety of the weekend.

exhaustive Performed comprehensively and completely.
An exhaustive study.

fully
To the greatest degree or extent; completely or entirely; (`full’ in this
sense is used as a combining form.
The evidence amply or fully confirms our suspicions.

infertile
(of a person, animal, or plant) unable to reproduce itself; unable to have
young.
An infertile couple.
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intently With earnest and eager attention.
Everybody was listening intently.

knavery Lack of honesty; acts of lying or cheating or stealing.

outright Without reservation or concealment.
An outright refusal.

perfect

Of a tense denoting a completed action or a state or habitual action which
began in the past The perfect tense is formed in English with have or has
and the past participle as in they have eaten and they have been eating
present perfect they had eaten past perfect and they will have eaten
future perfect.
She was perfect in French.

perfectible Capable of becoming or being made perfect.

perfectly
Used for emphasis, especially in order to assert something that has been
challenged or doubted.
You know perfectly well I can t stay.

staring (used of eyes) open and fixed as if in fear or wonder.
Stark staring mad.

stark Devoid of any qualifications or disguise or adornment.
Stark poverty.

successfully With success; in a successful manner.
She has successfully completed her mission.

thorough Painstakingly careful and accurate.
Thorough research.

thoroughgoing Performed comprehensively and completely; not superficial or partial.
Thoroughgoing research.

totally
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent (`whole’ is often used
informally for `wholly.
I m sorry I totally didn t mean it.

unadulterated Without qualification; used informally as (often pejorative) intensifiers.
Unadulterated maple syrup.

unconditional Not modified or restricted by reservations.
Unconditional surrender.

unmitigated Absolute; unqualified.
An unmitigated lie.

unmixed Not mixed with extraneous elements.
Not an unmixed blessing.
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utter Express audibly utter sounds not necessarily words.
Utter nonsense.

vested Fixed and absolute and without contingency.
A vested right.

whole
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent whole is often used
informally for wholly.
A whole wardrobe for the tropics.
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